
Unit 6 Test Prep 

1. A balloon acquires a charge when rubbed across fur. Why does the electrically charged balloon now attract small bits of 

paper? Use the term Polarize in your answer. When the charged balloon is brought near the paper, the paper becomes 

polarized (+ side and – side), the paper then is able to react to electrostatic forces (opposites attract and likes repel) 

 

2. Two oppositely charged objects that are initially 2 meters apart exert an electrostatic force on each 

other. If the distance between the objects is reduced to 1 meter, how would the force between the 

objects change? The distance between them is halved so the force would be doubled. 

 

3. Observe the image to the right. A negatively charged balloon is brought near a metal sphere on a stand. How 

will the electrostatic forces from the negatively chaged baloon polarize the metal sphere? Fill in + and – 

charges inside the metal sphere to show a polarized metal sphere. The metal sphere is polarized creating a 

positive and negative pole shown in the diagram as + and - 
 

4. Why are Metals (conductors) able to conduct electricity? They allow free electrons to flow.  

5. Why are nonmetals (insulators) incapable of conducting electricity? Hold electrons tightly 
 

6. What is the difference between Static Electricity & Electric Current? Static Electricity is the buildup and holding of an 

electric charge and electric current is the flow of electrons  
 

7. Three electrically charged balloons, A, B, and C are suspended from strings as 

shown in the diagram to the right. Balloon A attracts balloon B, and Balloon B 

attracts balloon C. If balloon C has a positive charge, what is the charge of 

balloon A and B? IF C is + then B is -, therefore A must be positive (+) 

 

8.  Explain the term electromagnetic induction in its entirety! Do not use the first 

definition that pops up on google. Explain it in your own words or the 

explanation from your notes.  Electricity can induce (make) magnetism and 

magnetism can induce electricity.  

 

9. Solar cells, fuel cells, and batteries all have what type of current? D.C. 

 

10. Plot a line on the graphs to the right for DC and AC electricity. The 

line should properly display the behavior of the current.  

 

11. A series circuit has a resistance of 5 ohms (Ω). What would happen to 

the current of the circuit if the resistance was doubled. The current 

would be halved (1/2) 

 

12. The diagram to the right shows three resistors labeled R1, R2, & 

R3. The resistors are wired in parallel. The battery has an 

electromotive force of 18 volts. What will be the current flowing 

through R1, R2, & R3 if the resistance is 3 Ω, 6 Ω, & 9 Ω 

respectively? (Honors) what is the total resistance of the circuit? 

Resistor R1:     V = IR         (18 v) = ( I ) ( 3 Ω)          6 amps = I 

Resistor R2:     V = IR         (18 v) = ( I ) ( 6 Ω)          3 amps = I 

Resistor R3:     V = IR         (18 v) = ( I ) ( 9 Ω)          2 amps = I 

(HONORS):   1/Rt = 1/R1 + 1/R2 ….            1/Rt = ½ + 1/6 + 1/9        Rt = 1.64 ohms   or 1.64 Ω 

 

13. The bottom right circuit diagram shows 3 resistors wired in series. The 

resistances in the circuit are as follows R1 = 2 ohms, R2 = 4 ohms, R3 = 3 ohms. 

What is the total resistance of the circuit?  

 Rt of series = R1 + R2 + R3 etc….   = 9 Ω 

 

14. Assume that the parallel and series circuit to the right are the same in as many 

ways as possible. The have the same volt battery supply, R1, R2, & R3 are equal 

in electrical resistance, and the same grade conductor is used for the wiring. 

Which circuit will have the brightest lights, and which circuit’s lights would 

stay on the longest? 

The parallel circuits would have the brightest lights due to the low voltage requirement 

for the circuit. The series circuit’s power supply (battery) would last longer due to the lower amperage requirements 
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15. Jaden Pitt constructed an electromagnet using a steel rod and a copper wire, as shown 

in the figure below. Identify two modifications Jaden could make to the electromagnet 

in order to strengthen the magnetic field.  Increase voltage/current or increase the 

amount of wire coils around the iron core.  

 

16. Electricity is defined best as the flow of electrons. Ohm’s law shows how Voltage, 

Current (amps) and Resistance (ohms Ω) impact this flow of negatively charged 

particles. Explain how each of the following impact electricity: 

Voltage: is the potential difference or electromotive force: easily explained as the pressure or push of the charge.  

 

Resistance (Ohms Ω): opposes or resist electric current  

 

Current (Amperage): the flow of electrons (charge) through a circuit. 

 

17. Ions are versions of atom that have either a positive (+) or negative (-) charge. Fill in the table below accordingly.  

Group of Elements Quantity of 

Electron Levels? 

Quantity of Valence 

Electrons 

Charge of 

Stable Ion 

1 

Alkali metals 

 1 +1 

2 

Alkaline E0arth metals 

 2 +2 

13  3 +3 

14  4 + or - 4 

15  5 -3 

16  6 -2 

17 

Halogens 

 7 -1 

18 

Noble Gases 

 8 Doesn’t ionize 

 

18. A coil of wire is set up inside of a magnetic field. Explain what would happen if the coil of wire was turned by an outside 

force such as wind, water or steam? Due to electromagnetic induction electric current would be produced.  

 

19. A coil of wire is set up inside of a magnetic field. Explain what would happen if the coil had an electric current? It would 

spin creating an electric motor 

 

20. Use the word bank to fill in the following table that compares parallel and series circuits.  

 

Series Parallel 
Higher voltage requirements  Higher Current Requirements  

Lower Amperage Needed Lower Voltage Requirements  

Higher Total Resistance Lower Total Resistance  

A break in the circuit kills the circuit  The circuit can still function even if there is a break in it 

1 (single) path of current flow  Multiple paths of current flow 

Word Bank:  **Higher Voltage Requirements **Higher Current Requirements **Lower Voltage Requirements **Lower 

Amperage Needed **Higher Total Resistance **Lower Total Resistance. **A break in the circuit kills the circuit **the circuit can 

still function even if there is a break in it. **multiple paths of current flow  **1 path of current flow  


